Let 3f be a family of r-subsets of a finite set X. Set D(/{):max|{E: xQE€ lf,}|, (maximum degree). We say that 3/f, is intersecting if for any H, H,€ ;( .we Itave _H ) E, #0. In this case, obuiő".rí, ottj=tcfÍh. According to a well-known conjec1ule D9r)=|ű.|l(r-|*1lr). We proveísügiítiíströnger result .Let /f, beanr-uniform, intersecting hypergraph. Then either it is a pro. (1) t./?t lv(t)l 1"" | < -'( y"\ = ---D(#) --\"", -min {|E|: E€ ;r). 3 , with r>3, J. Pelikán [18] proved that the only transversals of cardinality r are the edges, and (3) all other transuersal sets haue size >r*2. Summing q.:_1.9,1:lY(9,)l:r2-r*1, e, is r-uniform and r-regular, v(?,):1, r (3,): r, r* (3,1:y -| +11r.
Results
considering all the r-tuples of an underlying set with rv*r-l elements it can be seen that the inequality Í<ry cannot be improved in general. Nevertheless, as L. I ovász observed, the inequality ,c*+rv is not sharp. He showed ( :71|112. L. Lovász [13] proved that for an ordinary graph G í*(G)=*("*n)=*".
The following corollaries ur" ,rir""u"n if i=:.
Corollary t. Ií lf is the union of v pairwise disjoint copies of 3,, then r*17r1:
:(r-1 *1lr)v otherwise r* (2f,1=Q -t +Ilr)v-Ilr. Corollary 5. IÍ the hypergraph ff is r.parttte then t*(a?)=(._ Í)v(t). l This Corollary is sharp for ?i is r-partite and r*(3i):r-1.
3.4 Some further applications of this Theorem to extremal graphs and to extremal set-systems can be found in J. Pach-L. Surányi U7), Z. Füredi [9] and P. Ftank|-Z. Füredi Then, by (5), # is r-regular, so l4{l:lv(t)|. We shall show that ltrl =(rz-r)vlp from here, by (2) , the Theorem follows.
Suppose on the contrary that l#l>(r2-r)v*p+1. Let Erbe an arbitrary edge of tr andptt tr:{EQ#: EaE\:A}. Applying the induction hypothesis to af,, and using (1) we get that l#l: l{E: E)8,+ A}l+ltrl = I+r(r-l)*r*(#r)D(trr)= (r2-r)v*ptr.
Here the right side is at most (r2-r)v1p if there is an edge E with V1ELI>2. Consequently it is enough to consider the following case. (6) (1) (If v:l and p:I then (6) yields a contradiction, because in this case ffr:fi. Similarly, for v:7,p:0 we have by (6) and (7) In other words, the system {Er,...,.E"} has no common point with edges intersectingd.Since v(/{):y wegetÍhattr_lf,,isanintersectingfamily'Further D(t-tr):v, and this together with (6) and (7) implies that of,-ffr:?,. Moreover, the underlying sets V(tr) and V(tr-/f) are disjoint. Applying the induction hypothesis to ff, with parameters y-| and p-I we get by (l) It*hql = r*(ff-ffr)r = (r'-r)(v-1)*(p-l), contradicting to (6 This again contradicts to (6) This contradictión proves the existence of the appropriate "I. l
